
Do It Yourself field repair - as quick as a flash !

Zipper repair without tools or sewing!

Multi Award

Winning Product

munkees® FixnZip®
always fits!Got a suitcase to fix?

Got a biker jacket 
to fix?

Product Features

The original zipper remains on the product, only the slider is replaced by munkees ® FixnZip®.
munkees® FixnZip® preserves the look of your article.
The inconvenient walk to the tailor or other repair service is dropped. Your favorite clothes 
or other  pieces are immediately ready-to-use.
Outdoor enthusiasts, camper or sportsmen are able to repair their gear in case of emergency 
easily, quick and effective. For example tent, backpack, sleeping back, jacket, etc.
munkees® FixnZip® works on open and close ended tooth or coil type zippers.

All-purpose article for universal needs: Three sizes, that fit all types of zippers – without any 
exception. Whether you have a metal, plastic, spiral or waterproof zipper. munkees® FixnZip® always fits!

Three sizes – all-purpose for universal needs!

Got boots to fix?
Tent repair 

in the wilderness?



StepS to fix open end zipperS (e.g. Jackets)

StepS for inviSible | watertight zipperS

getting Started - zipper Size

StepS to fix CloSe end zipperS (e.g. tents and bags)
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Step 1
The screw on the FixnZip® slider should
be towards the outside of the item.

Step 2
Loosen the screw on slider.

Step 3
Slip the slider over the row 
of zipper teeth which has 
the box at its end.

Step 4
Place slider close to zipper box. 
Tighten the screw all the way down, 
then loosen 1/4 turn.

Step 5
Slider should now be tightly secured 
to one row of teeth, like you would 
find on an unzipped jacket.

Step 6
Insert zipper pin into the 
slider and zip up the jacket.

Determine if you have an invisible / 
watertight zipper.

When appling the FixnZip® slider 
to invisible / watertight zippers, the 
thumbscrew should face the inside 
of the item.

Use the additional slot on 
the underside of the slider 
to attach the cord pull.

Traditional Zipper

Invisible / Watertight Zipper

Start by checking the back of your broken zipper.
Most zippers have a size number (0 - 10) embossed
on the back of the slider.

FixnZip® works on plastic, nylon & metal zippers and is 
available in three different sizes - just choose the right 
one for your zipper.

Small = Coil & teet: 1 - 4

Medium = Coil & teet: 5 - 7

large = Coil & teet: 8 - 10

If you can‘t find a number on your zipper,
measure the width of its teeth or coils:

tooth or Coil zippers (mm):

1 - 4,5 mm = Small

5 - 7,5 mm = Medium

8 - 10 mm  = Large

Step 3
Feed both rows of teeth into the slider.
Position as close to the retaining box 
as possible.

Step 4
Tighten thumbscrew down
all the way.

Step 5
Squeeze the top and bottom of 
slider at the same time. 
With your other hand, firmly 
grasp the zipper box.

Step 6
While still squeezing the
slider, pull it up the zipper
a few centimetres. 

Retighten thumbscrew 
if needed and continue 
closing the zipper.

A FEW

Step 1 -2 aS deSCribed above

Zipper repair anywhere,

without tools or sewing!

Zipper repair Kit
multi award winning

BOX

for tutorials and additional 
information visit our 
aceCamp® Youtube-channel:

munkees.com/zipyou
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